Make AI work for your enterprise

With intelligence that knows how your business flows

When AI speaks the language of your business, your processes don’t just run, they work. Feed AI the intelligence it needs with Process Intelligence.

AI has landed for enterprises and you’re finding ways to make it work. So you can give customers seamless experiences and empower teams with the means to make them happen. The road to a fully AI-enabled enterprise may seem long, but you’re closer than you think.

☑ You’ve got the data
☑ You’ve got the systems
☑ You’ve got the mindset
☐ What you need now is Process Intelligence

Process Intelligence makes AI work for you

Your business processes run through lots of systems. Creating fragments of data at every step. Celonis reconstructs this data to generate Process Intelligence. Giving you a common language for your business. A common context for your enterprise. And the intelligence AI needs to understand your processes end-to-end.
Solutions powered by Celonis
Process Intelligence Platform

create:

1. Faster, more accurate insights at superhuman speed

With every supplier paid, every shipment made, every customer served, there’s more data flowing through your business. Process Intelligence gives you the power to visualize every process, in every department. One by one or all-at-once. Allowing you to understand performance dynamics and how to improve them at superhuman speed with pinpoint accuracy.

2. Smart process automation that adapts to your business

Automation is our new friend: undertaking tasks, pushing information, accelerating workflows. Take your automation from adolescent to advanced with AI made smarter by Process Intelligence. Find opportunities and capture business value – faster and smarter.

3. Step change in productivity and customer satisfaction

We run our personal lives on smart apps with big functionality and simple UX. Now you can empower your people with the same power at work. Augment every decision to make teams more productive and customers better served. When Process Intelligence powers AI, your processes work – for your business and your customers.

The future of enterprise is in process.
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